


KEY CONCEPTS

A rate is a comparison of two quantities expressed in 
different units

EXAMPLE
$6 for two bottles of water

A unit rate is a rate in which the second term is 1.

EXAMPLE
If it costs $6 for two bottles of water, then it 
costs $3 for one bottle (expressed as 
$3/bottle)

$6 for two
bottles of 
water

$6 / 2
= $3 for 
one
bottle



EXAMPLE Calculating Unit Rates

Calculate the equivalent unit rate in each example

(a) 50 km in 2 hours

(b) 99 cents ($0.99) for 3 chocolate bars

hoursof

kilometresof
rateUnit

#

#


hours

kilometres

2

50


hourkilometres 1/25

The equivalent unit rate of “50 
km in 2 hours” is 25 kilometres 
per hour.

barschocolateof

tTotal
rateUnit

#

cos


barschocolate3

99.0$


barchocolate1/33.0$

The equivalent unit rate of “99 cents 
for 3 chocolate bars” is 33 cents 
($0.33) per chocolate bar.



(c) 12 metres in 1.5 seconds

(d) $63.80 for 55 L of gas

EXAMPLE Calculating Unit Rates

Calculate the equivalent unit rate in each example

ondsof

metresof
rateUnit

sec#

#


onds

metres

sec5.1

12


ondmetres sec1/8

The equivalent unit rate of “12 
metres in 1.5 seconds” is 8 
metres per second.

litresof

tTotal
rateUnit

#

cos


L55

80.63$


litre1/16.1$

The equivalent unit rate of “$63.80 for 
55 L of has” is $1.16 per litre of gas.
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EXAMPLE 1 Distance, Speed and Time

Jamal travels 220 kilometres in 2 hours.

(a) How fast was Jamal travelling?

(b) How long/how much time would it take Jamal to 
travel 550 kilometres?

Time

ceDis
speedRate

tan
)( 

hours

kilometres

2

220


hourkilometres /110

Jamal travelled at a speed of 110 
kilometres per hour.

* Set up a proportion using the 
speed from (a)
Let h represent the number 
of hours to travel 550 
kilometres

* Cross multiply and solve

It would take 5 
hours to travel 
550 kilometres.

hour

kilometres

1

110

h

kilometres550


550110 h

5h



EXAMPLE 1 Distance, Speed and Time

Jamal travels 220 kilometres in 2 hours.

(c) How far would Jamal travel if he travelled for 7.5 hours?

* Set up a proportion using the 
speed from (a)
Let d represent the distance 
travelled in 7.5 hours

* Cross multiply and solve

Jamal would travel 825 kilometres 
if he travelled for 7.5 hours.

hour

kilometres

1

110

hours

d

5.7


5.7110d

825d



25.1125.11

EXAMPLE 2 Rate of Pay

Pierre is a waiter at a fancy restaurant and earns $506.25 for 
working 45 hours.  

(a) How much is Pierre’s hourly rate of pay (wage)?

(b) How many hours would he have to work to earn $810

workedHours

payTotal
payofRate 

hours45

25.506$


hour/25.11$

Pierre earns $11.25 per hour.

* Set up a proportion using the rate 
of pay from (a)
Let h represent the number of 
hours worked

* Cross multiply and solve

Pierre 
would have 
to work 72 
hours.

hour1

25.11$

h

810$


81025.11 h

72h



EXAMPLE 2 Rate of Pay

Pierre is a waiter at a fancy restaurant and earns $506.25 for 
working 45 hours.  

(c) How much would he earn in 60 hours?

* Set up a proportion using the rate 
of pay from (a)
Let p represent the pay earned 
after working 60 hours

* Cross multiply and solve

Pierre would earn $675 for working 
60 hours.

hour1

25.11$

60

p


6025.11 p

675$p



Homework:

Handouts


